VALUE STATEMENT

At the Charleston County Sheriff’s Office, we share a sense of community pride and a determination in the vision of ensuring Charleston County remains among the “most livable places” in the United States.

The Charleston County Sheriff’s Office is a world class law enforcement agency committed to the Values (PRIDE) of enhancing Public Trust by creating a diverse and inclusive agency focused on community, accountability, and equality for all of our residents and our stakeholders. We continue to creatively challenge our capabilities and encourage progress through initiative and innovation.

PRIDE

Public Trust
We will be engaged with our community partners to serve with the highest degree of Trust

Responsibility
We take Responsibility for achieving goals and holding ourselves Accountable for our actions through Transparency

Inclusive
We will be Inclusive within our agency and our commUNITY and Accepting of ALL

Diversity
We recognize and value the strength that a variety of Perspectives, Experiences and Approaches bring that will help us achieve our organizational goals.

Equality
We will treat others Equally with the highest degree of Integrity